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AMMUNITION REMOVED FROM BURNING- TRANSPORT

By removing ammunition iron a transport that had “been set on fire in a heavy
dive-combing attack Royal Indian Navy personnel added mother page to the record
of good work performed by their Service in Per Eastern waters,

The story begins in January when H.M.I.S. Sutlej, one of our latest sloops,
was transferred from duties in the Gulf of Suez to the work cf escorting troop
and store ships to Singapore,

In the Banka Strait an exciting experience befell one of the last North-bound

convoys, of which Sutlej formed part of the escort. The ships were attacked by 27
Japanese bombers. It was a. hot action, in which the Japanese net with effective

fire from the escorting vessels. After the second attack the enemy jettisoned
their bombs and, breaking formation, turned tail. The convoy proceeded unscathed.

Two hours after Sutlej had brought the first portion of this convoy safely
into Singapore harbour, the second portion, whilst still approaching under escort,
was heavily dive-bombed by a large force of enemy aircraft. In spite of the escort* s

concentrated fire, a large transport, formerly a well known passenger vessel, was

set on fire.

Sutlej, which was protecting the transports in the anchorage helped to prevent

the dive bombers from pressing hone their attacks on the incoming ships. At the

same time by her accurate fire she checkmated repeated attempts to dive-bomb the

crowded anchorage. As a result of this engagement the enemy lost five bombers.

When Sutlej went to the help of the stricken transport she found many survivors

in the sea clinging to upturned boats, life-buoys and rafts. She promptly set about

rescue -work in conjunction with mito of the Royal Australian Navy,

Meanwhile a party from Sutlej clambered into the burning ship to ensure that no

one was left on board and to remove the depth charges and ammunition. Explosions

were continually occurring; the mainmast swayed and fell over the stern with a

sickening crash. With every gust cf wind the smoke and flames crept further aft,

at times enveloping the whole after part of the ship. In places the decks became

red hot, but the men of the Royal Indian Navy stuck to their task. The job done,

all returned safely to their ship. The troops in the anchored transports gave

Sutlej a whole-hearted welcome when they saw her back in harbour.

Sutlej was next ordered to proceed to Batavia on escort duty. At midnight

therefore she slipped out of harbour with two other escort vessels and an important

convoy. On the way the ships were attacked by ten Japanese bombers, but the escort

gave them such a hot reception that they fled without dropping a. single bomb and

left one of their number a mass of wreckage in the sea.

Sutlej shepherded yet another convoy to safety, and subsequently returned to

the Bay of Bengal for patrol duty on the Burma coast, •..'here she helped in the

evaluation of many thousands of Indian refugees.
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